Abstract-Frequency scaling of speech signals by methods based on short-time Fourier analysis (STFA), analytic rooting, and harmonic compression using a bank of filters, is a complex operation which requires a large amount of computation in a digital implementation.
short-time Fourier analysis (STFA), analytic rooting, and harmonic compression using a bank of filters, is a complex operation which requires a large amount of computation in a digital implementation.
It is shown in this paper that, by incorporating pitch frequency information into a frequency-scaling process based on STFA, it is possible, to a good approximation, to perform this operation in the time domain with very few arithmetic operations (one multiplication and two additions per output sample, in most applications). The derivation of the time-domain harmonic scaling (TDHS) algorithms, selection of parameters, and, in particular, the determination of an appropriate weighting function used in the algorithms, as well as several potential applications, are detailed in the paper. Two proposed applications are discussed in greater detail. These are 1) a vocoder system which incorporates waveform coding of the frequency divided signal (by a factor of up to 3) , and 2) a computer-based isolated-word recognition system in which all input utterances are compressed to the same duration at the preprocessing phase effecting an overall computation reduction by a factor of up to 3. Computer simulation results which demonstrate the TDHS algorithms' performance are included.
I. INTRODUCTION
A BASIC property of human hearing is that the ear per.
fonns a short-time spectral analysis [1] - [3] . Different types of vocoders can be classified, therefore, according to the way spectral fine structure and envelope of the short-time spectrum are represented and coded for transmission. In particular, two broad categories can be distinguished: vocoders which include means for pitch extraction, and vocoders which do not extract pitch explicitly, such as frequency dividing vocoders (FDV's) [1] , [3}-[5J. The avoidance of pitch extraction is considered to be an important advantage of FDV's. However, the complexity of the frequency-scaling operations (frequency division and multiplication) combined with the modest scaling factors (2 ÷ 3) have made these vocoders relatively unattractive.
Since real-time pitch extraction by digital techniques is now the state of the art [6] , [7] , we have attempted to reduce the complexity of the frequency-(and time.) scaling operations by incorporating pitch information into the frequency-scaling process. The frame chosen for introducing pitch information into the frequency-scaling process is harmonic scaling by means of short-time Fourier analysis. This type of analysis provided also the basis for the development of the phase vocoder [8] , [9] which is probably the most flexible FDV. It is shown in this paper that a good approximation of the desired frequency-(or time.) scaling operation can be performed directly in the time domain with simple and efficient algorithms. The time-domain harmonic scaling (TDHS) algorithms consist of properly weighting several adjacent input signal segments (with pitch dependent duration) by a suitable window function, to produce an output segment. In the frequency domain, the time-domain operations are equivalent to shifting the individual pitch harmonics of the quasi-periodic voiced-speech signal according to the center frequency of the subband in which each harmonic component is located. The number of subbands into which the speech band is divided is pitch dependent. The derivation of the TDHS algorithm is facilitated by formulating the short-time Fourier transform in a discrete Fourier transform (DFT) form (as was developed for the phase vocoder [9] ) using pitch information for determining the number of analysis bands and performing an approximate harmonic scaling by frequency shifting. Time scaling is easily achieved by properly choosing input and output rates.
The simplicity of the proposed TDHS algorithms makes the proposed approach attractive for several applications. These include time-scale variation of recorded speech signals (with the well-known sampling method [101 being a particular case, of lowest performance, of the more general approach proposed) useful for language teaching and "speed reading" for the blind. Recently [111- [13] the TDHS algorithms were applied for reducing computations in a computer-based isolated-word speech recognition system by time normalization (compression) of all input utterances to the same duration at the preprocessing phase, prior to the extraction of the parameters representing the input utterance. Frequencyscale variation utilizing the TDHS algorithms has potential for real-time speech bandwidth reduction and a particular system has been proposed recently [14] .
The organization of this paper is as follows: frequency scaling by means of short-time Fourier analysis and a proposed approximation which utilizes pitch information is the subject of the next section. In Section III, the TDHS algorithms are derived, and in the following section, the selection of algorithm parameters and the determination of suitable window functions are discussed. In Section V, the application of the proposed algorithms for speech bandwidth reduction is considered, and in Section VI, its application to time-scale variation of speech signals, and, in particular, the proposed application for isolated-word recognition systems (IWRS) is discussed and the results obtained by simulations are reported.
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The relation between the short-time Fourier transform and multichannel signal filtering is well established [8] , [9] , [15] . This relation has been the basis for the development of the phase vocoder [8] , ] 9] and is also the basis for the timedomain harmonic scaling (TDHS) algorithms to be presented. It is, therefore, briefly summarized below.
Since we are interested in a digital implementation, a discretetime formulation is presented.
Consider a bank of L equally spaced causal bandpass digital filters having unit-sample responses
and a low-pass filter h0(nT) = h(nT) which is the unit-sample response of the basis (prototype) filter. The center frequencies of the passbands are Wk = kiw, where w, the filter spacing, is chosen so that the bank of filters covers a frequency range which is contained in [-ir/T, ir/T], with T being the sampling interval.
Using discrete convolution, the output signal from the kth filter (k> 0) is given by
X(wk, nT) is called the discrete short-time Fourier transform [9] , [15] of the input signal x(nT). At time instant nT, it is the Fourier transform of the past input samples weighted by the data window h(nT -rT), -00< r n, and evaluated at frequency wk.
If X(w,, nT) is expressed in terms of its magnitude X(wk, nT)I and phase (wj, nT), (2) can be written as
Frequency scaling the input signal by some factor q (q < 1 for frequency division and q> 1 for frequency multiplication), without changing its time duration, can be achieved from (4) by scaling the instantaneous frequency, i.e., multiplying by q each carrier frequency 0k and phase derivative (Wk, nT) (approximated by i./T= [cb(wk, nT)-(Wk, (n -1)T)]/T in a digital implementation [3] , [8] ) and summing up all the frequency-scaled channel signals.1 This is the approach taken in the implementation of the phase vocoder when operated as an FDV in a "self-multiplexing" mode [3] , [8] . In this mode of operation, the input 11t is assumed here that if q > 1, T is at least q times smaller than the Nyquist interval, so that the frequency multiplication does not cause aliasing.
speech signal is frequency divided at the transmitter and frequency multiplied at the receiver with the same factor.
A time-scaled signal which occupies the original frequency band can be obtained by replaying the frequency-scaled (by a factor q) signal at l/q speed.
As discussed in the previous section, the TDHS algorithms are based on the assumption that the fundamental frequency F0 (the pitch) of the input voiced-speech signal is approximately known. To show how the pitch information is introduced into the frequency-scaling process discussed above, we assume, for the present discussion, that the input signal is a wide-band periodic signal with a fundamental frequency F0. The fact that speech signals are quasi-stationary and contain voiced (quasi-periodic) and unvoiced (noiselike) portions will be considered at a later stage. Let 13, be the estimated fundamental frequency (as obtained, in the case of voiced speech, from the pitch extractor), and let the spacing between adjacent center frequencies Lf (w = 2irf) be chosen as equal to 13,.
Let, also, each subband be of width w and the number of subbands L (for k> 0) be greater than or equal to the number of harmonics present in the band-limited periodic input signal. With the above choice of w and L, each spectral line of the signal harmonics will be located in a separate subband, provided that the fundamental frequency estimate error LF IF -F01 is less than .f/2L, i.e., if < l/2L. ( 
5)
Following a short-time Fourier analysis, and assuming that h(nT) is a good approximation to an ideal low-pass filter, the phase derivative (Wk, nT) essentially describes the frequency deviation of the kth harmonic from the center frequency Wk of the subband in which the spectral line of this harmonic is located.
To demonstrate this fact, we consider a particular harmonic at frequency iF0, 1 1 <L. If(S) is satisfied, then the spectral line corresponding to this harmonic is located at the lth subband with center frequency w1 = l2irF. This harmonic is given in the time domain by x1(nT) =A1 cos (.21nT+ (6) where A1 and cb are the amplitude and phase of the lth harmonic and fl = 2irlF0, F0 being the fundamental frequency of the periodic input signal.2 Substituting (6) 
From (7) we find that (w1, nT) = L1&21(nT -r) + ç and the 2The wide-band harmonic input signal is given, therefore, in this ex-L ample by x(nT) x1(nT). phase "derivative" is given by the frequency deviation iaQ from the center of the lth subband. We conclude, therefore, that if this deviation is sufficiently small, a good approximation to exact frequency scaling is obtained by just scaling the center frequencies Wk and neglecting the effect of the phase derivative.
The approximate frequency scaled signal (by a factor q) at the kth channely(nT) is given from (2) by j4(nT) = 2 Re {exp ( jqcnT) X(wk, nT)}, Viewing (3) as a discrete convolution between x(nT)-exp (-jwknT) and h(nT), the scheme shown in Fig. 1 describes the operations required for approximate frequency scaling as of the present discussion. It will be shown in the next section that this rather complicated scheme can be further reduced to simple time-domain algorithms (we differentiate later between the two cases of q <1 and q> 1) which require only few arithmetic operations per output sample. Before we turn to the derivation of these algorithms, we pursue further the above example and substitute (7) in (8) Hence, the relative error in frequency scaling is given by
The approximation at the right-hand side of (12) is under the assumption that F0 >> so that I Ml,II2i c,.
In an FDV, the input signal is first frequency divided by a factor C> 1 (q = 1/C) and hence, from (10) = c,,
If the frequency-divided signal is replayed at C-times speed, the lth harmonic is restored to the original lth subband only if Cl 2I <w/2, i.e., if
f2 Sw1 +C l1=Sl1+(C-S)Q1.
If the replayed signal (which is now compressed in time) is frequency multiplied using the same approach (but with q =S> 1), the frequency of the lth harmonic becomes
If we let S = C, we see from (15) We turn now to the derivation of the TDHS algorithms which greatly reduces the number of arithmetic operations in comparison to the scheme shown in Fig. 1 .
III. DERIVATION OF THE TDHS ALGORITHMS
Let q be the desired frequency-scaling factor (usually in the range3 <q <3, q 1) and assume that q is rational and is expressed as qu/, (17) where i and ö are relatively prime integers. For the purpose of the derivation, we assume initially that the sampling interval of the input signal is T'=T/p, (18) where T is less or equal to the Nyquist interval for the input 19\ band-limited speech signal.
' ' According to the approximate frequency-scaling operation discussed in the previous section, the output of the lcth channel (10) is given by 2 Re {exp ( jqconT')X(wk, nT')}, (11) 
In (19) we have repeated (8) but substituted T' for T and added the channel for k = 0. Utilizing the fact that all channel filters are frequency shifted versions of the prototype low-pass 3Due to speech nonstationarity and the quasi-periodic nature of voiced speech, the assumption of a discrete line spectrum is not exact.
If frequency division by a factor of more than 3 is attempted, the "widened" spectral lines will usually overlap. This will degrade the reconstructed signal. In the case of time scaling, the perception limitation of speeded-up or slowed-down speech limits the scaling factors range to even a smaller one than stated. (13) rn-i g(rT', nT') =
filter h(nT'), the expression for X(wk, nT) given in (3) can be which is the approximate frequency-scaled signal. We now put into a DFT form [7] . In the particular case under con-show that (26) can be further reduced and simplified. sideration, let the frequency range [-ir/T', IT/T'] be divided Since g(rT', nT'), as given in (23) or (24), is a real sequence, into N equally spaced subbands with a spacing w = 2ir/(NT'), the complex conjugate of G(k, nT') satisfies G*(k, nT') = so that the center frequencies Wk, k = 0, ±1,• , ±(N-1)/2 G(N-k, nT') and, therefore, (26) can be put in the following (N is assumed to be odd4), are given by Wk = 2iik/(NT'). Rewriting (3) (with T' replacing T) as a sum of finite sums over N samples of the weighted signal and utilizing the periodicity (27) in r of exp (-jwkrT') exp (-j2irkr/N), with period N, we obtain [9] X(wk,nT')= WjG(k,nT') (20) 
and For other values of q, the term Aq(nT') in (27) can be elimi-
,nT') wr (22) nated by sampling y(nT') at time interval 6T',where 6 is an r=O integer and is given from (17) . This is equivalent to replacing n in (27) and (28) by n6, so that W1' becomes WN1 = 1 with and, hence, Aq(n6T' ) = 0. This decimation of y'1(nT') does not cause aliasing since the initial sampling interval T' is at
least p times smaller than the Nyquist interval [see (18) ] and the scaling factor satisfies q = 1u/6 <p.
r0, l, ,N-1.
(23) We have, therefore, G(k, nT') in (22) is observed to be the DFT of the N point sequence g(rT', nT'). Note that due to the periodicity of wj (29) in k, with period N, one can use G(k,nT') = G(N+ k, nT')in the computation of X(wk, nT') in (20) for negative values of We consider now, in turn, each of the two cases of frequency k. We further assume, as in [9] , that the prototype low-pass division (or time-scale compression) and frequency multiplicafilter has a finite duration unit-sample response (FIR), i.e., tion (or time-scale expansion). h(nT') = 0 for n <0 and n M. For convenience (and without loss of generality) we let M = mN, m a positive integer. In A. Frequency Division that case,g(rT', nT') takes the form Let C denote the rational frequency division factor, i.e., q 'p/6 = 1/C (C> 1 so that 6 >p), and let Pc be an integer which is defined by pcn(6i2)mo, 0<p<N-l.
(30) r = 0, 1, . N -1. (24) Making use of the periodicity in 1 of Wj-(r with period iV, one
Letting the number of channels L (k> 0) be equal to may write (31) in place of (29): (N-1)/2 and substituting (20) and (21) in (19) we get 12 Re (31) y(nT') = (25) where q = 1/C and Pc of(30) have also been used.
LG(0, nT')
From the definition of G(k, nT') given in (22), we observe Hence, by summing the outputs of the L + 1 channels (includ-that the right-hand side of (31)is the inverse DFT (scaled by ing k = 0), we obtain the signalyl(nT')given by
(_i)(k, nT')} whereg( ,') is given from (24) . 
Rewriting (30) as
where oç, is the integer part of n(6 -ji)/N, i.e.,
Using (34) and (36) for evaluating p T' which appears in (32), we find
where T T(C -1) = TN /N, and, hence, from (37) and (35) pET' = (n mod NC)TC, substituting in (32) and using (24), with T' = Tip and C we finally obtain6
It is important to note that the final expression (40) for the frequency-divided signal is given in terms of the input samples x(nT), i.e., T is the input sampling interval and no oversampling with T' of (18) is necessary in the evaluation of (40).
The output signal is given in (40) with a sampling interval CT. This does not cause aliasing since the frequency-divided signal has a C-times reduced bandwidth. If the sequence y1/" (nCT) is output at the rate 1/(CT), the (approximate) frequencydivided signal which results is of the same duration as the input signal. If, however, this sequence is stored and then output at the rate l/T (i.e., a C-times speedup), a time-compressed signal is obtained which occupies the original frequency band.
The arithmetic operations required in (40) are m multiplications and (m -1) additions per output sample. Since, as discussed in the following section, in is typically chosen in the range of 2 to 6, the computation load is quite small [typically, less than 1 percent of the operations required in the scheme of Fig. 1 , even if the FFT algorithm is used for computing X(wk, nT)]. Furthermore, in most applications to be considered later on, m = 2 is used and, due to the particular prop- (38) erties of the data window function hN() (to be discussed), only one multiplication and two additions per output sample are required. It is assumed in this discussion that hN(nTC) is (39) obtained by sampling an analog prototype low-pass filter impulse response )(t). In a digital implementation, these samples can be stored in a ROM, or computed on line if (t) is given analytically. A more detailed discussion of implementation considerations is deferred to a later section. Let us examine now the way the input signal is processed.
According to (40) 
B. Frequency Multiplication
In this case, we let S denote the rational frequency multiplication factor, i.e., q =p!6 = S (S> 1, p> 6). The derivation for this case follows closely the derivation for frequency division, except for a slight modification stemming from the reversal of the sign of (p -6) and its effect on the right-hand side of (29). To accommodate for this change of sign, we define the integer Ps in (42) in place of Pc in (30):
p3n(p-6)modN, 0p5N-l. 61n this derivation N was assumed to be a fixed parameter. The variation of N with time (due to pitch variation) may cause a problem of output signal discontinuity. This problem is considered in the following section. An earlier less concise derivation is presented in [27] .
7Aliasing due to sampling '(t) is negligible since the sampling interval T [and for frequency multiplication T' of (46)] is sufficiently small relative to NpT = 2ir/co, where w is the filter bandwidth. Fig. 3 . Organization of the time-domain algorithm for frequency multi-speech utterances input to an isolated word recognition system, plication on a segment by segment basis. The use of m = 2 and a no signal reconstruction is required and hence a fixedN (e.g., triangular window is shown for scaling factors of (a) S = 2; (b) S = 3. corresponding to the average value for the particular speaker) can be used so that mainly spectral envelope information is y3(nT/S) = Ng((N -p) Tip, nT/S).
(43) retained. A bandwidth reduction or a time-scaling system can also be operated with fixed N but the output signal might be Following further the previous steps and using a, N3, and T3 quite degraded. In such cases, however, a higher value of m in place of and T, respectively, where can be used to obtain a better approximation of the prototype ar mt [n/N3], (47) having an impulse response 1(t) from which hN() is obtained by sampling at the proper time instants. If the sequence y3(nT/S) is output at the rate SIT, the result-A basic requirement from the underlying bank of filters is ing output signal is of the same duration as the input signal but that it has a linear phase and uniform amplitude response in occupies an S-times bandwidth. If the sequence is stored and the speech band when all its outputs are summed up. Phase then output at the rate liT (corresponding to a replay at 1/S linearity is easily achieved by requiring uI(t), te[0, mNT] to speed), a signal which is stretched in time but occupies the be symmetrical, i.e., original frequency band is obtained.
i(t) = )(mNT -t), 0 t mNT/2.
(48) The organization of the algorithm on a segment by segment basis is demonstrated in Fig. 3 for m =2 and a triangular win-If we set q 1 (i.e., p = = 1) in (29), we obtain dow function. In this case, an output segment of N3 samples N-i is produced from N3 consecutive input samples [weighted each y1(nT) = G(k, nT) Ng(0, nT), (49) with the corresponding past (m -1) samples]. The input k=o index is then decremented by N (due to the increase of a and from (24) , and since here N N, (also T' = T) by one for every N3 samples) so that the net effect is that, for every N3 -N input samples, N3 output samples are produced.
rn-I
Since (N3 -N)T=N5T/S, the processing can be done con-
y1(nT) 'N x(nT-iNT)h(iNT).
(50) tinuously on line.
The previous remarks with regard to the amount of compu-Hence, y'(nT) will become a delayed version of the input tations apply also to this case. 
eters N, m, and the window function hN(). The sampling
A similar result is obtained in [9] , [15] by considering the interval T is chosen to comply with the input signal bandwidth. overall unit-sample response of the bank of filters with summed
As discussed earlier, N should be made equal to the number outputs. of samples in the estimated pitch period. If pitch tracking is Another important requirement is that, if the input signal is performed, N varies with pitch period variation. This puts a periodic, with period N0T, and N is set equal to N0, exact requirement that adjacent segments processed with different frequency scaling should result. In the frequency domain this values of N should maintain output signal continuity at the can be expressed by the requirement that H(l2) = 0, 1 0 interface between segments. For m = 2 this is easily assured, (1 any integer and = 2ir/(NT)). To find the equivalent condition in the time domain, the periodicity of the input, i.e., x(nT) = x(nT -iNT), is used in 
1=0
This result can also be obtained from the frequency-domain condition stated above by using Poisson's sum formula [16] . It is noted that if (52) is satisfied, (51) is not contradicted.
A particular family of window functions Wrn(t), which satisfies all the above requirements by setting (t) = Wrn(t -inNT/2), is derived in Appendix I and is given by where t' is a normalized time variable given by t' t/(NT).
For t' = m/2, Wm(t') = 0 if m is even, and is set to half of the value of the right-hand side of (53) if m is odd (due to the discontinuity at window ends). For m 1, the rectangular window is obtained (with end points set to 0.5), whereas for m = 2, the well-known Hanning window results. [10] which is used for time scaling of speech signals actually uses a rectangular window (usually with some tapering at the edges to avoid the discontinuity). The "sampling method" is very simple since it avoids pitch extraction and uses a rectangular window function. However, in view of the rectangular window frequency response shown in Fig. S and the lack of pitch tracking, the resulting signal is expected to be quite degraded. The performance can be improved, even without pitch tracking, by the use of better window functions corresponding to higher values of m (taken to be even), since they provide a better approximation to the desired ideal lowpass filter. Since increasing m increases the amount of computations, we have found in simulations that a good compromise is to use m = 2. In particular, for m 2, the triangular window function, also shown in Fig. 4 , satisfies all the required conditions and is simpler to implement than the Hanning window. This is especially important if pitch tracking is performed, so that N varies from one segment to the other, or if different values of q are to be used (e.g., compressing different utterances to the same duration). In such cases, the triangular window eliminates the need for storing, or interpolating, different values of the window function, corresponding to different sampling instants of h(t), according to different values of N or q. The triangular window WT(t)makes possible simple on-line computation of its samples and is particularly suitable for real-time applications. Its frequency response is also shown in Fig. 5 . Its performance has been found in simulations to be only slightly less (on the average) than the Hanning window.
The use of m = 2 also has the advantage of changing the number of computations from two multiplications and one (52) addition to one multiplication and two additions per output sample. This is based on the property (52) which, when used (with m = 2) in (40), enables one to write, for a typical computation cycle, by applying additional data compression methods to the frequency-divided signal. In this section, we first present and discuss computer simulation results by which the performance of the proposed algorithms were examined. We next consider a proposal for a vocoder system which applies waveform coding to the frequency-divided signal.
The computer simulations were performed on a Nova-2 minicomputer system at the signal processing laboratory of the It should be noted that here the pitch detector is required only to track pitch and not to perform voiced/unvoiced (V/U) or silence decisions. The value of N during unvoiced or silent segments can be set arbitrarily (within a limited range). For example, N can be set to the value obtained from the pitch extractor which operates continuously, or if V/U and silence decisions are made (with much relaxed accuracy requirements) N can be set to a fixed predetermined value, such as to the number of samples in an average pitch period for a given class of speakers.
As mentioned earlier, higher bandwidth reduction factors or equivalently lower transmission bit rate can be achieved by further operating on the frequency-divided signal with other known data compression techniques. In particular, waveform coders such as adaptive delta modulation (ADM) [17] or other adaptive predictive coders (APC) [17] , [18] can be effectively used. Such a combination can result in the reduction by a factor of 2-3 of the waveform coders typical transmission bit rate. A particular proposition for a vocoder system which incorporates the TDHS algorithms and waveform coding has been recently presented by this author [14] . A general block diagram of the proposed system is shown in Fig. 10 . In this system, pitch information is not transmitted, thus yielding a reduction in bit rate and possibly simplifying data transmission. Pitch information is reextracted at the receiver from the frequency-divided signal. 8 Such a scheme is particularly appealing if a coder such as ADM is used since only bit (and not frame) synchronization is required. On the other hand, pitch extraction from the frequency-divided and noisy signal at the receiver is more difficult. This problem is now under study with preliminary results obtained with halving the bit rate of a 16 kbit ADM coder being encouraging.
It is also observed that, in contrast to other pitch-dependent vocoders, the reconstruction process is not performed by exciting the system with pitch pulses so that it is expected that 81n implementing this system in real time, care must be taken that the scaling factors at the transmitter and receiver be exactly the same. This can be assured by constraining N, to 1ake values which are multiples of !#. -6 where q = /8. For q = 3 or -this means that N should be chosen even.
the proposed system might be less sensitive to pitch errors. In particular, an error of the type of a double pitch period will usually have a small effect on the reconstructed signal in the proposed system but could be very disturbing in "pitchexcited" vocoders.
Due to the relatively small number of computations required by the TDHS algorithms (one multiplication and three additions per output sample, with m 2, including the computation of the triangular window samples), an effective implementation for real-time applications could be based on an MOS microprocessor with a fast (STTL) serial multiplier as a peripheral device. Both functions of frequency division and multiplication can be performed by the same system, just by switching software. A hardware solution for a real-time pitch extractor was reported in the literature [6] , but other more simple solutions can be thought of in view of the relaxed requirements from the pitch detector, as discussed above.
VI. APPLICATION OF THE TDHS ALGORITHMS TO TIME-SCALE VARIATION OF SPEECH SIGNALS
Two types of applications are considered in this section. The first is continuous speech processing for on-line time scaling of recorded speech signals. The second type is timescale normalization of discrete speech utterances which is proposed here for reducing the amount of computations in computer-based isolated-word recognition systems (IWRS).
A. On-Line Time Scaling of Recorded Speech
Among the many applications of time scaling of recorded speech are "speeded speech" for the blind and slowed down speech for language teaching.
To implement a system which performs on-line time scaling of recorded speech by a desired factor q, the recorded input signal should be replayed at a l/q speed and then be frequency scaled by the factor q. This frequency scaling can be effectively done by the TDHS algorithms which should in this case be performed in real time. Following frequency scaling with the TDHS algorithms (which does not change the time scale) the output signal occupies the original frequency band but is time scaled by a factor q since the input signal was replayed at 1/q speed. pitch tracking and a triangular window are presented in Fig.   11 , for the two cases of time-scale compression and time-scale expansion (stretching) by a factor of 2.
B. Time-Scale Variation of Discrete Utterances with Application to IWRS
In typical isolated-word recognition system (IWRS) the recognition process of an unkiiown input utterance is divided into three main processing phases. These are [19] : preprocessing, feature or parameter extraction, and classification.
In an all-digital (computer-based) IWRS the principal computation load is the extraction of parameters representing the input utterance, and the classification of the unknown utterance by comparing the new parameter vector with stored vectors of the reference library.
Due to time duration variability of the speech utterances, time normalization and alignment of the new input vector must be performed when it is compared with any reference vector. Linear time scaling [20] A noticeable reduction in the overall amount of computations could be achieved, however, if all input utterances were time scaled at the preprocessing phase, to the same short time duration. This will reduce the total number of parameters needed to be computed at the parameter extraction phase and will simplify classification, since all parameter vectors have the same low dimension and can be compared directly without any additional time-scale normalization.
This approach, based on using the TDHS algorithms for time scaling all input utterances at the preprocessing Qreextraction) phase, was recently proposed by this author and tested in simulations [11] - [13] .
In this particular application, pitch tracking can be avoided since the time-scaled signal need not be replayed and listened to, and the parameters extracted for utterance representation are required to present spectral envelope (and not fine structure).
With pitch tracking eliminated, the application of the TDHS algorithms with a fixed N (chosen to be larger than the number of samples in the longest pitch period expected for the given speaker, or class of speakers, using the system) requires relatively few computations. The simulations conducted so far have shown that an average reduction by a factor of more than 3 in the overall amount of computations can be achieved, without causing any degradation in system performance when compared to a similar system which uses dynamic programming (DP) and no preextraction time-scale compression (TSC).
It should be noted that the use of TSC does not exclude the possibility of applying DP at the classification phase for effecting a nonlinear time warping of the time scale which could be important in some multisyllabic (or multiphonemic) words. Since each utterance is time scaled to a short duration (scaling factors of up to 3 are practical), the use of DP at the classification phase does not change the large saving in computations at the parameter extraction phase, and having to classify low dimension vectors with DP also considerably reduces the number of computations at this phase. Thus, the proposed approach is computationally appealing but should be carefully examined with respect to the effect on recognition performance. To examine whether or not TSC degrades performance, two recognition systems have been implemented on a Nova-2 minicomputer. One uses TSC at the preprocessing phase, as proposed above, and the other system uses no TSC and applies DP for classification. The vocabulary consisted of the first ten Hebrew digits9 (all but one have two syllables and typically range in duration from 0.5 to 0.9 s). The parameters chosen for representing the speech utterances were, as in [23], the partial correlation (PARCOR) coefficients which are based on a linear prediction model of the speech signal [24] , [25] . Two different data bases have been used in the experiments. One contained the utterances of three speakers which were recorded in a quiet environment, each speaker recording four sets of ten digits at different sessions, several days apart. The second data base contained the utterances of two of the three speakers recorded in a noisy computer room environment. The input speech signal was bandlimited to the range of 200-3200 Hz and sampled at 10 kHz with a 12 bit A/D converter.
In the preprocessing phase, automatic utterance boundary determination was performed. For the system with TSC this phase also included the compression of all input utterances to the same duration of 0.3 s. In the parameter extraction phase 6 PARCOR parameters were extracted for each 15 ms speech segment, using the algorithm described in [26] and a Hanning window of 30 ms duration.
An example of the waveform obtained following TSC by a factor of 2 is presented in Fig. 12 . The corresponding spectrograms are shown in Fig. 13 . The PARCOR parameters extracted from the original word and used in the system with DP, and those extracted from the compressed word are shown in Fig. 14. 9The transliteration of the Hebrew digits is given in Appendix II. Using the first ("quiet") data base, 360 tests have been performed in each of the system. Two hundred and forty tests have been performed with the "noisy" data base. The recognition scores are summarized in Tables I and II. Table III summarizes the processing steps and the amount of computations required for performing a recognition test in each system. More details on the performed simulations are given in 'the above-mentioned references [11] - [13] .
It is noted that the system with TSC outperformed the system with DP under the quiet environment condition (a score of 99.1 percent in comparison to 98.3 percent) and achieved the same score (97.9 percent) under the noisy condition. The fact that TSC did not cause any degradation in performance is perhaps due to the way compression is performed, i.e., weighting of most input data and not just discarding segments, and effectively keeping spectral envelope information. It is realized that the number of tests performed, the size and type of vocabulary used, and the number of speakers involved are not sufficient for reaching a final conclusion with respect to the use of the proposed TDHS algorithms for TSC in any general all-digital IWRS. Yet, it is believed that the results obtained support the proposed approach and point out its potential.
VII. CONCLUSIONS
It was shown that, by introducing pitch information into the frequency-scaling operation based on short-time Fourier analysis, it is possible to derive simple time-domain algorithms for frequency and time scaling of speech signals. An important factor in the realization of the new TDHS algorithms is the proper choice of the window function. Constraints to be satisfied by this function and a family of functions which satisfy these constraints were presented. For real time applications the triangular window is found, however, to be particularly suitable. Several applications were considered and propositions for effectively utilizing the new algorithms for implementing a vocoder system and for reducing computations in an all-digital isolated-word recognition system were presented. The results of preliminary simulations support the Hence, a necessary and sufficient condition that (A2) be satisfied is that C1m0,
The frequency response of the window functions that we are seeking should approximate the ideal low-pass filter response 
Finally, it should be mentioned that in view of a recent work on the short-time Fourier transform [28] , one can con-Hence, Ck = 0 for all k > mt [rn/2] and (A8) is certainly satisdude that the proposed frequency-scaling approach, as given fled. We obtain therefore the following expression for wm(t), by (8) , is a time-varying multiplicative modification of the in place of (A3), 
